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Abstract—Today’s standard medium voltage converters are op-
erated with low switching frequencies and contain bulky passive
components. One concept to change this is the Quasi-Two-Level
operation of a multilevel converter with SiC semiconductors.
A three-phase hardware setup for a Quasi-Two-Level Flying
Capacitor Converter with control and measurement results in
a test setup are presented.

Index Terms—medium voltage, multilevel converter, SiC-
MOSFET

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of today’s medium voltage converters are either based

on the Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) technology or

on 3/5-Level approaches which are operated at low switching

frequencies and contain bulky line filters. Both concepts still

lead to relatively high costs due to extensive use of materials

in passive components, which is a major reason for the

slow spread of medium voltage power converters in grid

applications. One promising concept is the Quasi-Two-Level

operation (Q2O) of multilevel converters with fast switching

semiconductors. The Flying Capacitor Converter (FC) with

Q2O is considered as a possible realization of such a medium

voltage converter in this paper. This concept was presented in

[1] and [2]. The approach of Quasi-Two-Level operation of an

MMC is presented in [3] and [4]. But for the same number of

output voltage levels, significantly more semiconductors are

needed by an MMC than by an FC. With both multilevel

converters, the required passive components can be reduced

with the Q2O. The medium voltage applications in focus

are in the voltage classes up to 5 kV. The main focus is on

grid applications, but machine applications such as in traction

drives are also possible.

II. FUNDAMENTALS OF FLYING CAPACITOR CONVERTER

The concept of the Flying Capacitor Converter (FC) was

first introduced in [5]. The multilevel voltage is generated by

switching capacitors into the active current path. An n-level

FC (n ∈ N) is made of 2·(n−1) power semiconductor switches

and (n − 2) capacitors in addition to the DC link capacitor.

An exemplary 5-level FC converter is shown in fig. 1. Each

commutation cell of the FC consists of one high side and

one low side semiconductor together with the corresponding

capacitor. To avoid a short circuit between the capacitors of

two adjacent cells, only one transistor of each cell may be

conductive at each time.

Each capacitor Ci has a different nominal voltage Vc,nom,i.

Vc,nom,i = Vdc ·
n− 1− i

n− 1
i ∈ [1...(n− 2)] (1)

To simplify the construction, the converter is built using

modular components, i.e. Power Electronic Building Blocks

(PEBBs). Since the commutation cell is the repeating circuit

element, the PEBB consists of one commutation cell, as can

be seen in fig. 1. An n-level converter requires (n−1) PEBBs.

The mean voltage for the semiconductors in a PEBB can be

calculated with eq. (2).

VPEBB,nom =
Vdc

n− 1
n ∈ N (2)

During operation, the applied voltage across the semicon-

ductors always deviates from the mean voltage, because the

capacitor voltages are free-floating and are not clamped by

external voltages sources. Hence, the voltage across the capac-

itors varies if the capacitor is switched into the output current

path. This is the case for all multilevel output voltage levels

except +Vdc

2
and −

Vdc

2
. It is necessary to balance the capacitor

voltages to keep their deviation within acceptable limits.

Depending on the operation mode, there are different ways

of achieving this: Conventional multilevel operation with Al-

ternative Phase Opposition Disposition (APOD) modulation or

Phase Disposition (PD) works by exchanging carrier signals

symmetrically for the corresponding semiconductor.

For Quasi-Two-Level operation (Q2O) various types of

balancing algorithms exist. These algorithms were presented

in [1], [2] and [6]. A comparison and explanation of the















DC link voltage as the limits of the system have not been

tested yet. In fig. 14 the three-phase output voltage and three-

phase output current at the higher DC link voltage for two

AC-periods is shown. The nominal voltage of one PEBB

was VPEBB,nom = 334V during these measurement. For the

output voltage, it can be seen that the overvoltages are small

compared to the high DC link voltage. In the output currents,

it can be seen that the current ripple is larger due to the larger

phase voltage. The current ripple for phase 1 is larger because

this phase is wrapped around the middle leg of the three-phase

choke. For this winding, the inductance is slightly smaller than

for the other two windings because the magnetic resistance is

lower.

In fig. 15 the three-phase output voltage for one modulation

period tM is shown. Due to the high temporal resolution, the

transient voltage levels are recognizable and the three voltage

levels of the phase-to-phase voltage can be identified.

In fig. 16 all capacitor voltages of the three phases of the

FC and the corresponding phase currents are plotted. The mea-

surement equipment installed in the converter system was used

for this. The bandwidth of capacitor voltage measurements

is 1MHz and for current measurements it is 100 kHz. The

bandwidth and accuracy is lower than the equipment used for

the other measurements. For balancing, the capacitor voltage

is measured only twice per modulation period tM, which is

why the capacitor voltage curves are smooth.

However, it could be shown here that the FC in three-phase

operation is a three single-phase FC with a phase shift at

the operating point and the slightly different capacitor voltage

characteristics due to the asymmetry in the converter phases.

This is clearly visible in the graph with the capacitor voltage

variations. The current control regulates the average value

of the respective phase current for one modulation period,

therefore the current ripple is missing for the three-phase

output currents. This measurement also shows the long-term

stability of the capacitor balancing algorithm at constantly

changing operating points due to the AC current.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a full-scale hardware setup of an 7-

level flying capacitor designed for Quasi-Two-Level operation

for medium-voltage applications. The control structure of the

Quasi-Two-Level of the FC was presented and the implemen-

tation on the institute’s own signal processing system was

explained. The idle mode as a critical operating point was

considered, and it was explained why this problem can be

easily solved for Quasi-Two-Level operation. An approach to

compensate the dead time of voltage measurement, which is

necessary for the implementation of capacitor voltage balanc-

ing, was introduced. The structure of the converter system

with the used PEBB was explained. The test setting of the

measurements was described. Measurements were done to

demonstrate the operation of the converter system with Quasi-

Two-Level operation. These measurements demonstrated the

small overvoltage stress during switching at the output volt-

ages by Quasi-Two-Level operation.

The stability of the implemented balancing algorithm has

been validated. For this purpose, capacitor voltage waveforms

over several AC periods were presented.

It was further demonstrated that such small capacitances of

the flying capacitors are sufficient for this mode of operation.

It has been shown that Quasi-Two-Level operation of the

flying capacitor is a workable approach for medium-voltage

converters with higher switching frequencies.

However,The voltage stress is comparably small, when

using Quasi-Two-Level operation and fast-switching semicon-

ductors, such as SiC low-voltage semiconductors. In medium

voltage applications, low overvoltages are important for the

lifetime of the isolations.
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